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ABSTRACT

The social and professional responsibilities of the profession.

Information has played a definite rule in the society since ancient

times. Despite this library and information scierieu profession

continue to suffer lack of image and status in the society.

Highlighting tile poor performance of public library sector, the

piper suggests to lay a greater emphasis on quality library

services and to improve access to if Jrmation for all.

l.1.11S profession should analyse the information requirements of

the society; the rela tionsnip bot woen information, development. of

society and fiorarians; and in turn the changes required in the

role ut the librarian.

In order to improve the image and status ut tt,e profession, it

should cause social awareness about the role or information in

society, should redefine the pruiessional and nun- professional

activities, should adopt l.616 education programmes laying emphasis

on consumers and the society, should be responsible fur

overcoming barriers in the tree t low of information, and above all

it should be relevant to the society.



THE SOCIAL Ii PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES
OF THE PROFESSION

The concept of information service in and for the society

is very old. Since ancient times the persons or groups with information

have been powerful and respected. They enjoyed a better image and

status in the society. Even the persons with access to information

commanded respect in the society. And , the inlormation more often

was a closely guarded commodity. In the monarchy, , as well as in

other forms of goy .rnment , persons were specially appointed to deal

with information collection and organisation.

It was quite late that information dissemination media, as

well as persons connected with it, The rule of .information

collection, orAanisatit,n, ht; tihdred by

variety of persons auth.T-s, itJurnatist:i, editors, etc. Later an librarians

came to be associated ..ith this %\011.:. The librarians with traditional

skills initiated information services for the society under patronage

of a variety of sources. gradually with the spread of education,

library became an important social institution. The LfilS profession

came into being, with the development of its own theories and norms,

the spread of LfilS education, and associations having taken lead to

develop it as a prolossinn.

Despite the progress in I. its pruleidn, libraries, specially

the public libraries, are yet to become a moving force in the developing

countries. For example, in India only c to third of the slates have

enacted library legislation. I tel of the: country only in a few states,
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LOS personnel individually or in small groups are making sporadic

efforts towards library legislation. Although the library legislation

does not exist in two-third of the country, but the libraries are

there, e.g. in the state of Rajasthan there is a state central library,

in each district there is a district library and many libraries and

information centre at a lower level. The same is true of many other

states lacking library legislation, but these are not effective.

The mere existence of libraries in small numbers, their inade-

quate geographical coverage, meagre resources in terms of collection,

staff, etc. can hardly match the requirements of the suciety. The

libraries thus have failed to make a mark and have hi= unable to

achieve the objectives with which these have been created. Specially

the public libraries need to be strengthened so as to provide services

to larger number of people and easy u(.LL5 to

The working Group... on Modernisation of Library Services

and Informatics (1984) (India) observed that our libraries face problems,

like insufficient document resources, the requirement to serve communities

and users that are not being served, lack of physical facilities,

etc. It states :

"More than 360 districts out of a total of 400 have
district libraries. It is estimated that 17913 development
blocks out of a total of 5023 blocks (36%) have block
libraries, 41,828 villages out of a total of 5,75,937 (7%)
have village libraries and 1280 towns of 2643 (48%)

have town libraries." 1

Comment ing on the prosi,nt state of public libraries
and their ;:ery ices the t,o ['king Group observed :



"Most of these public libraries concentrate on lending
service. Other services or activities such as reference
service, extension .activities and others are, with

few exceptions, not ex istent... [The] annual expenditure
in the country on public libraries has been about...50
paise per literate person or, Rs. 0.03 on per capita
basis. It is estimated that [ they ] have 1 book for
every four [ literate ] persons... It is found that
in actual terms only 151,-20, of the total literate population

9
has an access to public library sery ices ."

The above facts point out the weakness of the public libraries

sector in India. This may be a replica ul wally ether developing

countries. It is natural to infer that the public libraries, at this

level of growth can not be effective. When even a substantial number

of literate people do not have act-s:; to library silrvict:s, the fate

of illiterate masses for whom no special services have been designed,

can be easily imagined. Their right to have Prue access to information

remains as statements of desirability in LtiI In these conditions,

it should not be surprising that LiiIi profession does not enjoy better

image and status vis-a-v is other professions in the society.

Why are we in this condition ? is a question before us. Who

are responsible for this state of affairs - the state, the society,

or the LfiIS profession ? In part, all of these are to share the responsi-

bility. The importance of information in the socio-economic development

and the national reconstruction is no doubt recognised now by the

governments and the social groups. It is reflected in the study of

policy documents on LEIS. The National Policy on Li brary and Information

J tau
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System ( India) , 1986, has rightly stated its objectives as follows:

"Library and information sources are vital for all
sectors of national activity. The availability of informa-
tion, expeditiously and p inpoin tecily, supports all
decision making processes at all levels. Relevent infor-
mation accelerates the pace of national development.

An informed citizen ia an asset to a democratic system
of government and the proper utilisation of information
can improve the quality of citizens. The Government
of India therefore realises the value of coordinating

and upgrading the existing library and information

systems and servic :s and initiating new programmes

relevant to our national needs ..." 3

It is our responsibility to lot the masses know the importance

of information, as there is lack of social awareness. Due to lack

of awareness the de:nand and consum p Lion of information is low.

There is less pressure for information on libraries in rural areas.

The reasons may be many for the passive approach of the society

towards information. Either the people have net realised the importance

of information and its impact on their I ives , or the i 1 litracy has

been a limiting factor, or they are busy and preoccupied in fulfilling

their basic necessities. Another factor for the lack ut social awareness

is the failure of L6IS profession in motiviation of masses. It is' in

part the responsibility of L6IS profession to create social awareness

and create demand for information, be it for leisure, development

of skills or for any other purpose. It is by creating public awareness

that we can bring about the spread of libraries with the aim ' information

for all' , even in romoto 1!,1. 1,, (..1ch .11 t (1 i:;,1[1v.in 1) s

I
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in addition to others. It is with the active support of the masses

that a positive change in the image ,Ind status of the LUS profession

in the society is possible.

The traditional image of the t.iiIS personnel has not changed

among the users. Even today the users may find it difficult to diffentiate

between the role played by librarian and the other workers in the

library, or even between the role played by professional and non-

professional workers in the library. More often the users approach

senior librarian for grievance red -essal ( like in many other bureaucratic

systems with formal hierarchical relations amongst the employees),

rather than to seek the opinion of the librarian, or his evaluation

and counselling (unlike they approach the doctors) . The libraries,

in a sense are working like a highly structured, hierarchical system.

The concept of personalised approach (contrary to what Dr. S. R.

Ranganathan advocated in his ' Five 1..1).' ) is missing, blurring further

Therole of librarian and his image. The UilS personnel need to change

their attitude. They should redefine their job responsibilities, with

the aim to come closer to the society, rather than remaining invisible.

The WS profession needs to redefine the professional and non-professional

responsibilities in the library. More formalised activities, or the

activities which easily lend to mechanisation and require lesser profes-

sional input, should be made the responsibility of para-professional

and non-professional staff. The managerial aspects - the role of a

leader with his employees, a communicator with the public, a counsellor

with the users, etc., need to be stressed and should occupy the

WS personnel.

.



William J. Martin building up a case for 'cleinstitutionalizations

observed as follows about institutionalisation of library services :

"[The] library service has become identified with

bricks and mortar rather than with people and with

the bureaucratic face of local government rather than

with the persons of a carin profession." 4

Martin also laid emphasis on giving a personalised service

and to fulfill the needs of the contemporary society.

Education and research in LAITS has mostly been oriented towards

internal problems. LeCiS curriculum, both at the level of graduation

as well as post-graduation, lays umph.nis mainly on the areas and

skills required for the organisation and mintenance of library collections,

storage and retrival of documents, etc. Studies !ruin consumers perspective

are insignificant and contribute little to the cul-ricolum. liven post PG

level and research programmes in LOS have not emphasised social

aspects of librarianship. hillS education at all levels should therefore

be oriented towards users and social aspocts of LtiIS.

In many developing countries Lids education prograrr!::ies are

not sufficient (unlike India where a large number of universities produce

graduates and post-graduates in LQLS). Accreditation of library schools

and registration of LQIS specialists is yet to bo accepted in many

countries. In order that we can produce LEIS graduates with confidence

and professional zeal, the LEIS profession, through professional associations

or by other means should adopt practices to have a check on the

6(10 )
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new entrants to the profession. The quality of entrants, coupled with

the quality education, can be instrumental in social recognition of

the profession.

The normative expectation of the society from LWS professicin

need to he understood and defined. The simple characteristics of

the society, that there is a population growth, that the society is

becoming more and more complex, zinci that there is an ever increasing

growth in the quantum of inform rico , may be enough to create more

libraries and to stock Lb ;in well. however, thotie t ions can nut

be sufficient to provide adequate information to match the social needs.

Naturally, these alone can not be the buses tor improvement in the

image and status of 1,tilS profession. Our responsibilities do not end

here. We need to go buyond what by ious tor the existence or

mere survival of the profession. We should research the expectations

of the society from the library anel information profession,

the relationship bet ween the information and the society, and former

we should address ourselves to the role of information in the social

development. LaIS profession should act as a leader, not simply in

providing desired information, but it should act as information specialist,

prescribing with conviction the use of information. Studies should

be carried out to understand the information, user and the librarian

relationship, which in turn may influence operation in the library,

to give boost to the impage and status of the profession.

The LEIS profession is itself a part of the society. The chara-

cteristics of the contemporary society, as well as its problems, influence

LfiIS profession as much as any other profession ur social group.

h)
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This should be the cause of a continuous change in outlook and social

as well as professional responsibilities of LOS profession. This should

find continuous manifestation in our theories and practices of the

profession. If is the responsibility of I filS profession to facilitate,

through making available information, IL,: :-.,.)cietv to achieve its purpose

or fulfill its expectations. For example time libraries can contribute

a lot in adult education, literacy prgra.nrws, distance education proammes,

etc. Otherwise its well recognised rule may even be taken over by

other social groups, it the profession dues not tail° a lead. Currently

the concept of open universities is taking roots in many developing

countries. India already has a few of these, created during the past

few years. The libraries should become a part of the chain to impart

education, specially in these open university programmes, before some

alternative structures are created ler this purpose. By such acts,

LEIS profession can become a valua.ile posession ut Any society, and

this can lead to improvement in the image of the profession.

As may be true of many other developing countries, time society

in India has not int.ulcated the reading habit. Despite NA) luminous pro-

duction of books and serials, tin' information consumption is very

low. The reasons may be, inappropriate reading material, high cost

of acquisition, inaccessibility of information, etc., in addition to

lack of reading habit. LOS profession as purchaser can not only exer-

cise discretion but also influence the producers and publishers. It

can also influence the community as well as the government. The pro-

fession should avail of each opportunity to do so, to improve reading

habit. It should cause library movement to help achieve free flow



of information. The profession should take upon it to persuade the

governments to recognise the value of information to society by

formulating national library and information policies. It should make

efforts to remove the barriers in the free flow of information within the

country as well as globally. For this purpose, the profession should

make efforts to achieve relaxation in iuc aim., exchange controls, import

controls, mailing tariffs and Cominunicitti,,n rates, etc.

The challange of overcoming or minimising barriers in the free flow

of information lies within the perview of responsibilities of the

profession. It should be achieved iy way of influencing society - the

consumers; by way at motivating Ulu .4ovecnii,unt and other dgentAus - the

partners in the creation of social institutions etc .. and by way of

adapting the role and responsibilities of the profession itself. We must

continuously monitor the activities and functions of the profession,

including libraries ti information centres and LtilS education, and make

adjustments in order to remain relevant to the society.

I will like to stop here after citing a thoughtful note by Prof.

WW.L. Sunders, which he made while thinking of the year 2001 and LEIIS

profession.

"...[The] nature of the demands on our profession will undergo a

qualitative change. This keen appreciation of the importance of

information will make for far better informed users. At present the

ignorence of what really good library and information services can

provide is such that many users are almost pathetically grateful and

IU



impressed - by service that we, as professionals, know to be at a ve,y

simple and low level indeed. The world over, we have got away with

very poor, levels of service. In the information-conscious world of the

future, information will be regarciud as a key resource; the level of

expectation by users, of those whose professional concern is with the

handling and availability of that i--.:source will tlo much higher, much

keener than today. Our efforts will he subjected to a much more informed

and critical scrutiny than we have known so far. This surely can only be

for the ultimate good of our profession. "a
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IMPROVIN(4 THE MARKET VAIME 1 THE
EIJOCATIQNAL INII3REMENTF

IntrAuction

The task, of this paper is to t-uggp5t

and training that would improve the image of the information

pr 'esaion. Image creation depends on the calibre of output of

professionals through whose performance in the creation and

servicing of information systems the profession 3:7 a whole'and

it.r individual members will he seen by those who matter in

society, as equal partners in the development. equ;:,:ti-,n.

The focus of my presentation is Sub-Saharan Africa but

specific emphasis is on Anglophone areas from where my examples

will be cited. To begin with, I intend to provide a brief

background to the systems and training structures that have given

rise to the problems we are facing now as a profession.

Secondly, I will look at the current educational environment and

try to analyze the factors that. have made it difficult t.c change

direction for the benefitlof our pr.:Nfessional image. Thirdly, I

will point out for the consideration of all of us some of the

many ways that have been suggested as viable educational

alternativ,-o 1', r r:Osing our professional image.

Background to hibrary Systems in Africa

The libr-try -it'd information profezr.sion is one th-

legaoiev. Ir-m tho 111v. .-:31/1:ri !inks

with Great. Britain and the West. Keilerally. However. ;:..

development 1, Iraced back ynly ter, the closing years of the

1
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first half of this century, even later in some part: the '

continent. It was brought to Afrira ne. the :q1Jtnr.' -t a literate

rociety with ;, long established book and readiog that

had been nurtured over centuries into a definit..and re-ognized

way of life.'

A remarkable thing about this library culture is that it had

e. ived informally on the basis of apprenticeship and on the job

training that had little to do with formally struetured education

with theoretical foundations. The situation was similar all over

Western world from where modern library development. ip Africa

has had its antecedents ttnd from which it has drawn inspiration.

Theoretical foundations that invest a discipline or profession

with respectability. maturifT and prestige came very late to it.

In the case of the United States of America tht:: happened

towards the end of the 19th century, in 1887 when Melvil Dewey,

the doyen of librarianship in that country, opened a school and

had it attached to an institution of higher ]earning k-.1umbia

University. In neighbouring Britain across the Atlantic, it came

even later, at the end of the second decade of this century, when

the Schoel of Librarianship was estalaished at. the University of

London in 11fi

The Univi.rrily tradition . f the prof..::::-1,n ,%nly shout

t.hirt.y and 11(i not tak..-n r,-,:te when th,-- profession

was transplanted Into Africa. It wa:., ni:t the univity-based

profession rhai wa: brought. V. FkokAl tel us ih his

that. the LibrAry W-11 1,een establiehel in 1883,

7 ,



established in 1K5 ;), had designed and set up a syllabus for

Library Assistantr and examined them on the basis of that

syllabus, on correspondence terms. Preparation for thP

examination was the rersonal responsibility of thi- candidate who

pursued this while he worked. The system 'could thus_ be described

as a.formalization of the apprenticeship system, vocational in

orientation. 'This was .the basis and orientation of the library

systems that Africa inherited from Britain, along with the

personnel that set them up and ran them. The local personnel who

were also trained to assist and take over from the initial

expatriate British staff were also trained in this traditi6n.

The African societies into which the profession was

transplanted were largely- illiterate, without a bo:.k reading

culture to speak of. African societies had an oral tradition,

though one that was not incompatible with or non-receptive to new

ideas and cultures.

The Early Years

This background is important for a clearer understanding of

the course that the library and information profession in Africa

has taken. The initial years were good. The network of public

libraries set up in Ghana'(195()). NiPria UnPsco rfNdel at

Enugu in 1953) in he High Commission of East. Africa and later in

the independent ti.:,tes of Kenya. Vganda and Tan7,ar.) :1.,urished

because they were embraced by the new African politi al leaders

and the literate few particularly in West Africa, as support for

their high proiil dlioation agendo.'L They saw in libraries the

BESTCarY AVAILABLE



opportunity of a partnership for developing a nw. ..niched

culture for their roc-ieties. When the partnt-rt:hir :ind the new

culture did not work as planned the old prejudice aains't. the

fession were reinforced with local African embellishments.

.African librarians have been described as lacking vision,

-ineffective, elitist in their service orientation, worst of all,

as a marginalized workforce.3

Hey Directions: University Based Education

In trying to explain failed directions and chart out new

ones, a little honest self assessment is always helpful in

providing clarity of vision. Neill among others, leads the way

in this kind of analysis. His prognosis of the situation is that

the dream of an African 'library culture failed because the legacy

was flawed. The apprenticeship training that placed Library

Assistants in sen1,-,r positions did not provide the incumbents

with the necessary academic foundation which alone would have

enabled them to appreciate the role they were expected to play.

The requisite education that they require in order to be able to

conceptualize the new directions and the framework within which

they should operate was therefore deficient.

There were dc.liberate attemptb to establish university-based

library schools in Africa initiated by American influence with

Carnegie funds. The first was at the University of lbadan in

-Nigeria in 1960. It was followed in 1967 by a Ghanaian,

initiative at the University of Ghana. S.I.A. Kot.ei. a product

of the old tradition but an active participant in tvi' new move to

4
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..

establish Afro-centric systems (which incidentally also included

a large British expatriate component.) admits that 'he:* plan failed

t'ecause those who took part in the foundation and nurturing of.

the foreign prototype systems subsequently became teachers in the

library schools.4

The rate at which library and information studies schools

have been established in Africa since then has been sufficiently

remarkable for comment. However, Ouma remarks that most were

originally set up to train library assistants.5

All this pointed to.the fact that the way towards t.h'e

'realization of 'the objective of the profession in Africa to

develop a typically African ethos and systems for African

librarianship lay through a purposeful programme for training

high level manpower with the vision to design and sustain such

systems.

The appropriateness of the academic environment for

for;tering quality education is generally recognized. Paul

Wassermann, in endorsement of the above, has said this of

university environmen+ and university educators: The

intellectual base is found in professional schools where,

the

within

the scholarly framework of thP university new ideas are inspired

and tested ultimately through scholarly media. 6 This, in my

estimation, is the answer to the problem of shortage of high

level manpower that is to be found at all levels of the

information 11off-sgtifin, and which has .-aused th- -risis of access

to information, the. worst image blot on the profession in 4frica.

5



problems_

. The main p-tdPm in this pre-ess relate; t *he. weaknesses

of existing training facilitie and their rsp,In 1 the

*manpowe prohl.i-m. The report -h Aii,11e AI. : r r'/

Information and Informatics Folicies for Africa (N-Nember-

December 1988) saw the problem as manifesting it..7.elf in the

following ways:

1. AfriCa-based training opportunities are limited;

2. Those available are oriented towards the

traditional information services and institutions;

3. There are no retraining facilities for both

professional personnel.7

These ISSI!,'F. need to be addressed if the education and

training of our information workforce is to have any meaning and

relevance. The first, limited training opportunities, seems an

intractable problem. Very few information institutions exist in

Africa that provide high level training. There is only one Ph.D

awarding institution on the continent the veteran Ibadan

school. University of Ghana (and. lbaclan) offers M.Fhil courses

in Library Studies and ArAives. The rest.. including Ghana,

offer Graduate 1).ploma programme.

The .-,c.;.nt ,Idition of Masters in Informatik :2,c-ience

onursoz, at schoolf,. e.-0:11-Nlish3 in A.-IM

Ethiopia, and again in lbadan, Nigeria, under the spns:rship of

the lnternaLi P-voslopment Veec.arch Unesco

promises a 1.1.,,,do m,tement in the siuatic . is hoping
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to engag. (.1:- .1 lbadan sch-ol's recent eraduat:::,

strengthen tip- tea,..hing of its information scien,-

information technoic,gy courses.

-- It is a source of concern that in the training of

information personnel, African institutions have placed emphasis

on producing merely librarians, archivists and doc6mentalists who

do not possess.any of the new.skills in management. interpersonal

communications and other qualities of the newcuiture of

"enterprise"ithat are closely associated with the profession now.

A colleague lamented the library orientation of his professional

education which made a consultancy assignment with a UNDP team to

set up a rural information syst.t..m a taxing c%ne tl. r' 'o it

as a deficiency in his trairing alright.

High-Technologv and Changes on the Library and IniQr_m_ass
science

Our curricula need to reflect the changes that are rapidly

taking place in the information job market. These changes,

catalysed by the new technologies, should be reflected where

relevant. Forecasts and speculations on what is expected of the

information professional of the 1990s, 8,9,10, list a dizzying

array of skills and expertise that will make of us not only

librarians but in additior managers., communicators, analysts of

all types, politicians, l*gsine::,sm..) and more

Fortunately. th .-Uservers assure us that fot rev.eeable

future, the mainy will remain libraries.11 H need to

keep in tont, with developmnts to remaiz: .
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Whethor w- liko it or not., African cr.untrie hav embraced

the cnmpulor and hi)) te-chnnloy .%!plic.ations

are riwher- float. tho levels thoy aro in developed --1;ntries, the

high-technllor,y fovor and the- at at which related machines are

being imported into African countries demand a seri.us look at

assessing the impact on the profession. We need to understand

their use and learn to work with these tools in order to benefit

from their enormous potential.

Computer literacy is limited in most'Afriean countries but

awareness is spreading fast, though the proliferation of computer

training centres and agencies present their own problems of

standards and relevance in relation to courses offered. Two

High-Technology exhibitions in Ghana in the past. year-COMPUTECH I

& 11-have br,ught home forcefully the reality of the =Ibve

statements.

Ls-nes in EducatiQn_and Training

Retraining and continuing education for informatin

practitioners and educators is crucial for sustained Professional

and academic excellence. The confidene to deliver, whether on

the job or in the classroom, depends on being abr,:-ast with the

latest develc,pments in one's area of expertise. Short courses on

specific issues and conferences/seminars run locally -r abroad do

help hut the f.

to attend them is not easily available and African participants

German Foundati.- . 16E) my sponsors to this seminar. ha:,. been of

are seldom in 3 position 'to fun.1 1Aemselves. 7n this regard the

external onAs. are limit 1. Funding

2.4
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great assistance to Africaiprofes3ionajs in gnt-e:,,1 d those of

Southern and Eastern Africa in particular. Unef--. )i)lif:,the Fan

African Development Information System (PADIS:. p11' and 1CA

have all off.o.eit aloxIstanoe at variom-. arrl 1, v-irious

degrees.

Local Meetings organised by local professions are excellent

methods of -networking" at the personal, as opposed to the

institutional level. Infrequent contacts among professionals in
, .

a given location can lead to isolationism and diminished

relevance.

Watchers of the professional African. information scene see

as the greatest possible image booster, education and the skills

for identifying two things: the information needs of the rural

dweller and establishing systems to satisfy those needs.. In a

continent with 70% of its population in the'rural areas, the

majority of whom are either totally or semi-literate, our first

duty as information professionals should be t.o them. Kingo

Hchombul2 is a recngnized advocate of this call to go hack t.o the

grassroots, although a small number of other schclare. have done

some work here.

The call is catching on. The latest seminar of the

Commonwealth hibrry Association (COMLA), Afr:-i .Thapter

held in September 1991 in Accra, Ghana devoted one week .f

discussion to thi theme.13

J. Riehad Neill,14 a strong supporter of th), --w paradigm

of library serviee. argueR strongly for a shift : 1.- from

9
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service to the 'e minority to whom the protes:1, In Africa

has given its total (but unappreciated) attention t d.,ite. The

form that the new systems must take are as yet not w-.1 defined

but they should be -less formal , less book-orienied, locally

rooted and more precisely targeted at. Africa's real and potential

Information users.- The effort will involve identifying Itho the

potential users. 'u beneficiaieo are. It is also a user

awareness campaign that would confer visibility and recognition

on the profession.

The Role of the Library School Curriculum In therc.h
for a new Professippal Identify

The above programme requires a framework of operation which

the curricula of our library schools should provide. Curriculum

buildings is seen as the responsibility of the educator. but it

shot1d be based on team work comprising the educator as leader,'

the employinf or consuming public for relevance of inp,)t

regarding what the job market will accept., and the profession at.

large to ensure that basic professional tents are followed and

proMOted. The results would inform what syllabus for teaching

and research to evolve.

Such team work will str.-ngthen the hand of the -1,:c:tor in

presenting hi;!. e-urricular proposals to the 1lniver:1-; . %ademic

goyerning body for approval. The exercise confer both

as a means of advaneing the profession and 1: 1!,/i the- status

of library and information work to the level :t a university

discipline.

10
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The rat,: c i r..-vision of thc- .-urricula of Iihrary ..c.hools in

Britain, for example, is itch that it invests ihen with a

temporary qua] it.y. But the schools need t% tn. fart

changing inform, . .11 environment in relation 1: 'WI

programmes in order to stay in business. It 16 a w,, of

canvassing student input as to what courses will lead to or will

he useful in a-job and what will not; what new skills have

emerged since the last review exercise so that the necessary

adjustments could he made.

The rate of curriculum revision is not as rapid in Africa.

A curious practice of inviting foreign 'consultants. to review

curricula in African Library schools has been in force for a long

time. This has been done either on a subject or overall basis.

LbCal input tends to be limited to a few question sessions with

staff. No other input is sought.: The Department of Library and

Archival Studies (DLAS), Ghana has been subjected to a number of

such 'expert.' review exercise's on a number of occasions.

The opinion of this author is that such pa;.:'tic.ee help

nobody but. the 'expert.' whose Curriculum Vitae is enhanced

thereby. Local professionals and educators should know the

information environment better than anyone el:7.F- If the service:

of an outside expert should be required, he enol.71.,only he

part of the 1,-al team. A 6etter alternative to this system is

for a team to use tny of.the various m,tnuals curra:nlum
- ,

development t library and inition 'W'SCO

has issued fr-m time to time.

11
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What to Teach in the Context of the Phenomenon of thf-
Ekmider

As noted already. the rapid technelogical -t the

past few dewad :. have led to the emergeni-,'

activities, skills and ser'ices which all claim a relationship

with information and equal attention in the eurricuiom There

theref-,re, n, . to decide what comes under basik!, formal

education and what is continuous. This is never an easy

decision, particularly in Africa where avenues for c.ontinuing

education tend to he limited. A decision needs to he taken,

however. Here again, curricula guides available can offer

direction. The modular approach may offer a convenient way out

by treating topics as complete modules both within and cut of the

lecture ro..7 The system also offers the advantage of a choice

for a student. However, without. a dc.ubt, formal education should

reside with .academic institutiorn:- Ideally, the pofessionot

a6sociations should be largely responsible for continuing

education and training but the s(-hools need to assist more here

than would normally h the case if the associati'n:- were stronger

and better endowed.

The concept of harmonization is growing in Popularity.

Espoused by One$c.o, IFLA, FID and the ICA since the early 1980s,

African library -ehools have been encouraged to adopt it for the

of .-10.- that .1re

Archivt,-: and . n

serviees The:ze area have identifiel l'anagement,

:Thudies, Teehigy.;nfermatir.n

:
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Techniques of Peareh in Information.

produced some detailed work plan to be follnwed. r lee basis of

expert papers presented at. an Internatinnal n-ld in

Paris in 1$--i4 DLAS's syllabus represents a eel. a.. d example

of this practice. lt.s advantages include reductinn le a single

one the number of lecture sessioris that may have been repeated in

three or four programmes, thus saving st.aff time.

ether Issues

Other important issues include those of student and staff

recruitment and quality in library and information schools in

Africa. The latter are nob priority areas of choice for graduate

students. They tend to opt for the policy disciplines where

prospects of advancement are far greater and the fields more

prestigious. It is therefore net easy to recruit the best'

students. Ph.l) recruits are rare. Insistence on second class

uppers would also reduce intake drastically and affect our

survival!

A related issue is the preponderance of humanities graduate

recruits in relation to recruits from the natural sciences. The

profession in Africa has become humanities based by default.

but many issues of the modern Information. environment require the

expertise of a professional with a science background. A

judicious balance should be struck, but we should always aim to

recount the best in order to maintain nigh educat.iona] end

pr-fessional excellence, if we are to improVe our ip.ace

'.The question ef st.aff qualification has been I with

I
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already hut. it hear a direct .:.1ationship Witt. 0-11 .duality

on the course. A strong cadre of teac.ners cah inlr

quality through confident., experienced teaching no

tudent

Recruiting staff tends to be difficult for African ilorary

schools largely because of the inadequacy of training facilities

'referred to, and its attendant shortage of expertise. It has

taken DLAS more than a year to find someone to teach information

Science because the University of Ghana will not accept a masters

degree vIthout a full year's resew -ch component. It is a

frustrating expo' -nce but sound academic policy.

coNcLusI-1

The above is an attempt to address a few of the issues that

I feel information professionals and educators in Africa should

be deeply concerned with in the attempt at building bridges

between ourselves and our consuming public. Not all the

important issues have been addr,:,.ssed. An issue such as what to

do about the burgeoning para-professional group in terms of an

upgrading programme remains untouched. The debate concerning of

which is more to blame for the sorry state of Africa

information profez-sion whether it j- the lack of vision of the
.

professionals or the lack of apprecsiation by The, bureauc.-rat bf

the role of information in development oann,:.t be. dismissed in a

paragraph. But the point of the argument indifferent funding

of and responses lo African infomatin pursuits-remain a major

constraint. 1.0
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I t.hat. What Ott". !

sufficiently strong,ly the search for new dire-ti11 ih the
1

education for alibrriansh inip .. information wo 0rk

challenge to the profession is to give form and eoit.ane to

these concerns.
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Librarianship is not the oldest profession in the world. I will leave you
to guess what that is. Nevertheless, librarianship is one of the older
professions, preceding medicine and not much younger than law and religion.
Two major inventions have provided it with two major periods of change and
innovation. The first, in the past, being the invention of printing and
the 'evelopment of book production as we know it today. The second is now
with us in the form of the adaptation of the products of the information
technology revolution to librarianship and information work. The changes
in western industrialised societies from those shaped and conditioned by
the Industrial Revolution into their present forms as Information Societies
has been influenced primarily by the information technology revolution.
This change should have provided librarians with ample opportunities to
play central and significant roles in the development of these new
information societies and as a consequence, the public's perception of the
image, status and reputation of the profession ought never to have been
higher. But this is not the case. Where are the indications of the
majority of librarians taking on new responsibilities, not for the
management of the physical materials in their collections but the
information content inside these materials, through the developments of.
analytical skills and knowledge to help users through what is fast becoming
an information over-load where provision is not paramount but the quality,
accuracy and up-to-dateness is?

Of course we have to ask ourselves, are we obsessively concerned with the
image, status and reputation of our profession? We have to ask ourselves,
are we correct to be concerned with these problems and the situations that
they represent? If we are, then we have to ask ourselves, what should we
do to alter them? We have to ask ourselves, if we want to change out image
and the status we need to what and to where. That is what this seminar is
about.

The profession historically might be nearly as old as thoie for law and for
religious practice and older than medicine and surgery and management and



accountancy and engineering and perhaps architecture, but the difference

between them and 'us is that their status in society is assured and ours

still is not despite Islamic records indicating, for instance in Turkey in

the XI and XII centuries a high regard for librarians. Here, in India a

quotation I recently came across records:
Librarianship was also considered an esteemed profession in ancient

Kerala. In the scholarly home libraries, and Salais only highly
educated persons could work as librarians. The person who kept the

documents had to be knowledgeable about the thought contents of the
documents in his care. This tradition of scholar librarians continued
up to the medieval period. The copper plate grant of king
Trailokyamalla, a Chalukyan ruler, in 1058 AD furnishes details of an
educational institution maintained by him. It was equipped with a
library with six Saraswathi 8handarikas (librarians). The inscription
further furnishes details regarding distribution of land which tells us
the dignified and honoured position the librarians had in temple
colleagues and other cultural and educational institutions.'

We need to consider why our status is so low. I contend that part of the
reason must be that law, medicine and religion, architecture and
engineering are professions concerned with life and death. There's nothing
more important to societies than such issues. Their status is also assured
because the public views their operations as being undertaken by
professionals and, more importantly, the people actually providing services
to users see, and understand, themselves to be professionals. That is not
always true of librarians and information workers. The literature of
librarianship is occupied still with debates and discussions as to whether
librarianship is a profession or not. Some believe it to be so, other::
not. The latter understanding its practice to involve little beyond a set
of skills and techniques.

Judgements can be made. Criteria exist against which to measure an
occupation's professionalism. They vary in their wording but essentially
there are six criteria. I shall take those of Abraham Flexner, formulated
in 1915 and contained in Jesse Shera's book The foundations of Education
for Librarianship.' Flexner believed there to be six essential criteria
and they are:

Professions involve essentially intellectual operations with large
individual responsibility;
They derive their raw material from science and learning;
This material they work up to a practical and definite end;
They possess an educationally communicable technique;
They tend to self-organisation;
They are becoming increasingly altruistic in motivation.

`Professional' in the dictionary definition means: a declaration or an
avowal; a declaration of belief in a religion; a vocation, calling,
especially one that involves some branch of learning or science.

To practice a profession, in my view, is not just to practice a set of
skills. It also incurs the undertaking of responsibilities on behalf of
society. For instance, those of the medical profession are easy to
observe, concerned as they are with the public's health and hygiene. Men
and women of religion are concerned with moral and ethical values in
society. The law is concerned with the maintenance of law, order and,
justice in the community. For me the library and information services
profession has a clear social responsibility. It has concerns for
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information. They are two-fold: to maintain the free and unfettered flow
of information (along with the press and the media, e.g. to oppose
censorship in all forms); the second is to protect the rights of access of

every individual to the information that they seek. A clarion call that

the profession has ignored. It is enshrined in the resort of the UNESCO

NATIS Conference in Paris in 1974 but it is '--t.ter expressed in the

Universal Declaration of Human Rights: 'Everyone has the right to freedom
of opinion and expression; this right includes freedom to hold opinions
without interference and to seek, receive and import information and ideas
through any media regardless of frontiers'. It is this task that is unique

to the library and information profession. The American Library
Association's Office for Intellectual Freedom is a good example of the
profession taking responsibilities in this area. We hold onto it.

There exist real risks that librarians, faced with ma:.aging their
operations within different organisational structures imposed upon them by
local governments or other parent organisations, or in adapting, as they
must, tf new management theories and techniques, that they will move too
far to identify with management and throw out the bibliographical and
librarianship skills that are unique to our profession. Already there are
dangers apparent in Europe of what is being called 'de-skilling'. They

must be resisted. It is the skills, techniques and knowledge of
librarianship and information science that make us different from any other
profession and therefore allows us to claim a position in society that
identifies us as different from the others and for which we should be
properly rewarded, recognised and remunerated.

Needless to say perhaps, but nevertheless worth re-iterating, that the
library and information science profession's view of itself is conditioned
to a large extent by the attitude to it of the world 'outside' the
profession. In many cases that public's view of us is almost negligible
we are almost invisible to them. Why should that be when, in theory at
least, but probably, as I have already indicated, not in practice, as
professionals we are involved with one of the most important commodities in
today's new and post-industrial societies - information?

I hope that the seminar will address these issues. I think that they are
fundamental to our image, to our status and to the reputation that we want
in society. In the seminar you will have to consider whether you agree
with this view.

There are many other problems that librarians and information workers
believe affect the public's image of them. These include the idea that the
general public has little understanding of what library and information
workers do or of the responsibilities that they carry the 'invisibility'
factor to which I have just referred. Those responsibilities are not small
if -e consider those of a university librarian who will be responsible for
providing services to the whole of his academic and student communities, or
the responsibilities of a public librarian for buildings, mobiles, stock
and staff, or the responsibilities of an information scientist working in a

research laboratory or those of children's librarian for the type of
literature and material that the young people read. Nevertheless, there is
a mystique that the profession sometimes seems intent on sustaining which
actually may be harmful to the public's view of the profession. Certainly
there is the problem that the very name 'librarian' derives from, or is
associated With, the name of the building in which professionals work.
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Nursing is a profession in a hospital but the public understands what a
nurse does (even if they may never have.met one) yet it finds- it difficult
to understand what librarianship involves and that it is a profession and
not just work inside a building called a library.

Expectations by users of the quality of the services provided are not
always clearly understood and sometimes, one has to.admit, those services
at point of delivery leave a lot to be desired. The public observes the
librarian issuing books over a desk and arranging books in some order on a
shelf and as a consequence it places librarians on a scale, and in
comparison with other professions, at a very, low point near the bottom. In

many countries the.profession is almost entirely comprised of women.,
Unfortunately, in many countries the place of women in society is not
particularly high and therefore the ability of librarians to make contact
with government and with policy makers at the highest levels is inhibited.

In some countries there is an overproduction of librarians from the
departments of library and information studies onto the employment market.
Any market-woman will confirm that if there is a glut of eggs onto the
market their p-*-- will fall. So is it with librarians. In some cases the
very quality of the eggs is poor because the type of education and the
quality of it imparted as students to the new librarians entering work for
the first time is extremely low. I am not certain that the educational
curricula and the training and subsequent continuing professional
development opportunities are being exploited and adopted adequately enough
for them to serve as the key to change. In addition, not unnaturally,
recruitment depends on 'like attracting like' so that the opportunities for
unorthodoxies to enter the profession are constrained. It is revolutions.
wars, arguments and disagreements that attract the media and the public's
attention not quiet unassuming evolution. A professional organisation's
primary responsibility to society is to protect the quality of the services
that the professionals in it (as its members) provide to the users of their
services in our case libraries. A library association, therefore, has as
its most important function the protection of standards of performance by
the professionals in its membership. Not all library associations operate
with a Code of Ethics or Conduct which is a requirement for this task. Not
all library associations even undertake this task. hot all library
associations are organised efficiently enough to be able to undertake it.
It is therefore a sine qua non that a library association has to be strong,
effective and efficiently managed if the image and status of its profession
is to be improved.

But the opposite is often the case. Instead of a single national
association there are a number representing different areas of practice or
different knowledge and skill groups. We use our skills as classifiers to
our detriment. We divide into small dis-united groups instead of forming a
strong unified, single national association. A British colonial maxim was
'divide and rule'. We are divided and so we are ruled.

The actual work and responsibilities of many professional librarians are
often at low levels, particularly when compared to those of other
professionals in the parent organisation within which libraries are
located, whether it be within universities, local or central government.
Some librarians believe that a lack of legal statui or statutorily-
recognised qualifications from the professional body inhibits the
perceptions by the public of our status. I'm not sure that this is not a
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chicken and egg situation. Statutory recognition is only arrived at when
it reflects what the public believes and when it believes it to be
deserved. I suggest therefore that any required statutory recognition will
be one of the rewards that will have to wait some time to be achieved even
if it remains one of the highest priorities. We have to get our own house
in order before statutory recognition allows entry onto an official
Register which .s approved in law (as it is for architects, engineers' and
the medical profession) and which provides the professional with a right to
practice because of the agreed and accepted standards of performance that
he, or she, is guaranteed to uphold. Have we, as librarians, justified
that right? Without doubt, statutory recognition would provide the status
we want, but it won't come of its own accord. It will only come when it
reflects what the public already perceives and agrees about us.

Underlying all these many, and varied, problems is perfiaps an eve'.
basic one. It is that after centuries of work in libraries there is still
no agreement amongst us as to what defines librarianship and information
work. There is no agreement on what lies at the core that identifies.
librar' kip and emphasises its uniqueness and difference to other
professions; or about what are the priorities within it or the relationship
of this core to external priorities such as the necessity to possess
management, political and marketing skills. In the UK, in an exercise
being undertaken by the Library Association for the Government's Departme
of Employment, investigating the establishment of national vocational
qualifications (i.e. work at the paraprofessional and technician but not
yet professional levels) outside consultants had to be engaged to undertake
work to define what was called the 'occupational map' and what are U.
areas of employment within which librarianship and information science
skills are practised. The definition now agreed by the profession is:

To determine/anticipate, stimulate and satisfy the information needs of
existing and potential users/clients through the design and operation of
systems for creating, synthesising, gathering, categorising, storing,
providing access to, retrieving, interpreting, and presenting
information from all media and personal sources, in a cost effective
manner, and by so doing, speeding the flow of information to improve the
business and social environment of an open society.

Information is defined in its broadest sense as meaning data, facts,
imaginative materials, ideas opinions, and cultural values, in a variety
of media ranging from the printed form, through audio and visual media
to electronic processes and including in house personal knowledge and
external sources and referrals.

There is a briefer one which reads:

To anticipate, determine, stimulate and satisfy the information needs of
existing and potential clients.

We have to ask, are the issues I have outlined the real problems affected
status and recognition that the profession needs to address or are they
blown up out of all proportion when in reality its status is easily
resolved by a marketing exercise?

I believe that one markets a product
when one is certain what the product is, and what level of quality it
provides and one has undertaken market research to ascertain its importance
on the potential market. I hope that the discussions it this seminar will
be concerned with that 'product'. I think that we can concentrate on
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marketing the product when we have answered some of the issues raised in

this paper - some of which will be, of course, presented in more detail by

others as we progress through the seminar.

It was these problems that IFLA was asked to address in 1986 when th,
issues of status were presented to the Professional Board as a result of a
pre-conference seminar such as this in Japan. IFLA referred it to the
RoUnd Table for the Management of Library Associations. My Executive
Committee considered some of the problems passed to it and accepted them as
hypotheses that needed to be proved and accepted or disapproved and
rejected. In order to test the hypothe it agreed with the Profes onal

Board to undertake a programme of work and in 1988 it started and presented
the results of a literature search to the RTMLAs Open Meeting in Paris.
Thereafter it embarked upon empirical research, part-funded by the
Professional Board and the NBLC in Holland (to which the RTMLA owes much
gratitude) using the services it provided of a researcher, Hans Prinz, to
prepare a detailed questionnaire which was sent to library associations
around the world and subsequently backed up by interviews held in a number
of countries in Latin America, the Caribbean and Asia. By 1991 an interim
report was rea0v for presentation to the RTMLA's Open Meeting at the IFLA
Conference it The report is now being finalised and some of the
results in it will be placed before you during this seminar. A preliminary
report appears in IFLA Journal volume 2 just published. Among many
questions that we shall put to you, the participants in this seminar, will
be: are the findings of the report recognisable and therefore acceptable?
It is important that they are 'owned' by you because they will form the
basis of RTMLA further work.

To focus our attention on the objectives of the seminar for a moment. They
have been circulated to you but let me remind you of them: Recent surveys
and research have re- emphasised the problems relating to the status,
reputation and image of the library, information science and documentation
profession and their associations. These problems inhibit the ability of
association members to function effectively.

The objectives of the seminar are, among others, to consider these findings
and make recommendations:
(a) tc IFLA and other relevant organisations for the development of their

policies;
(b) for programmes and activities to improve the status, reputation and

image of the profession;
(c) for the efficient management and organisation of professional

association.

By the end of the seminar we have to have considered: what can be done? We
have to consider: what ye the priorities for action? We have to decide
who we will recommend to take that action.' As this paper has indicated and
the Hans Prinz research proves, the problem is not a simple one. Indeed it
is not one, single, problem anyway. But a complex web of problems each
inter-twined with the next. They relate to all aspects of library and
information work; they relate to education and training; they relate to the
need to continue to upgrade skills and competencies through continuing
professional development programmes and a host of others that this paper
only briefly touches upon. To assist you to grapple with these issues, in
addition to a presentation of the research findings by Hans Prinz, you will
hear papers about the perception of the profession; the responsibilities of

6



professional librarians and information workers; about the need for market
value and recognition; the problems and benefits of statutory recognition
and on the management of professional associations using 'the UNESCO
Guidelines for the Management of Professional Associations in the Fields of
Archives, Library and Information Work. The organisers of this seminar
believe that without strong and efficient and effectively managed library
associations there is no infrastructure to undertake the work that you will
identify as necessary to improve ir.age, reputation and status.

In drawing to a close, let me remind you that this is a seminar with very
practical aims and objectives. You, as a participant, have the
responsibility to indicate to the profession worldwide through IFLA and
within your country, through your reporting back to your national
associations, the actions that will be required in the future to improve
the image, status and reputation of the librarianship, information science
and documentation professions.

NAIR, R. Raman. Public library systems in ancient South India in ILA
Bulletin, vol.XXVII, No.2, July-September 1991.
SHERA, Jesse. The foundations of education fur librarianship. Wiley,
New York 1972.
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MANAGEMENT OF PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS: GUIDELINES

by

David R. Bender, Ph.D.
Executive Director

Special Libraries Association
Washington, D.C.

Introduction

According to the American Society of Association Executives,

'Associations are orcanized by a group of people who have joined

together voluntarily in order to achieve common goals and solve

common problems by sharinc information and working together."

This need for peocie to for associations to work tocethe: to

achieve common goals can be found as far back as the ancient

cultures in Rome and the Orient. One of the initial ties that

bound people together, more than 3,000 years ago, was trade.

W00.1

However; the craft and merchant guilds of the Middle Ages were

the first organizations to closely resemble the associations of

today. The guilds were formed primarily to ensure fair waces and

working conditions -- goals that many modern associations seek

for their members.

Within the library profession, associations are formed to achieve

a broad diversity of coals on behalf of their members --
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education and training, government relations, public relations,

publications, and research, to name a few.

What ties all of these activities together is that ultimately

they impact the image of the profession -- with our peers, our

supervisors, and our patrons. These activities collectively help

create an environment in which members of the association can

develop a professional identity and competence and operate

effectively.

The Mission Statement and Goals

Every association must have a m2,ssion a driving force that

unites the membership. Tte mission is the association's reason

for being. It answers the auestion, 'What needs of the potential

members are currently unmet or unsatisfactorily met but which

could be filed by this association ?'

Philip Kotler states in his book, Marketita for Nonnrofit

Orcari2ations, that an association's mission must be 'feasible,

motivating, and distinctive.- The mission must be realistically

attainable, or the association will guarantee its awn failure.

The mission must truly represent the desires of the potential

membership, or they won't join and work on behalf of the

organization. The mission must be significantly different from

those of similar associations, or the organization will be

AMA MI
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superfluous and will not attract membership.

At SLA, our current mission is `to advance the leadership role of

its members in putting knowledge to work for the benefit of the

general public and decision-makers in industry, government, the

profession; and to shape the destiny of our information society."

This mission, which was formally adopted by the SLA Board of

Directors in October :989, reflects the Board's recognition of

how much the profession's image impacts the environment in which

the members operate.

Accompanying the mission statement should be written goals that

more specifica'ly describe the actions that the association plans

to take to accomnslisn its mission. These coals may be measurable

and have a timetab:e.

SLA's goals pertait to three broad areas: the individual members,

the collective association, and the environment in which the

association operates.

To keep the association on course, the SLA staff is required to

match up its accomplishments with these goals prior to each

meeting of the board of directors. This is a very valuable

exercise, because it allows management to make certain that all

activities really relate to organizational goals and that no

4,2/
3
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goals are being inadvernently overlooked.

Bylaws

Well-written bylaws are important to association management.

They help establish organizational structure and working

relationships.

Judith Walker, an account executive with Smith, Bucklin &

Associates, an association management firm headquartered in

Chicago, wrote that bylaws are also important to an

organization's !mace. "Weil-constructed bylaws are a useful tool

it building the organization and attracting new members, too,

because they reflect the image of an organization that is

professional, well-managed, and aware of its legal

responsibilities."

Some of the items that may be included in association rules of

procedures are:

member Ship categories

membership services

board of directors size and responsibilities

nomination and election procedures

committee structure and responsibilities

procedures for amending the bylaws

4



Program and Sex:vice Selection

:'

Association activities should be offered only if they directly

address association goals or if they will generate revenue needed

to fund other activities that address association goals.

The trend in associations today is "unbundling" -- offering a

small number of activities for ::ee as a benefit of membership

but making others available on a fee basis.

The principles behind this are that dues can be maintained at a

modest level only if limited products.end services are included

in the core package, and that it is more equitable if only those

that choose to use a service have to pay for

An important management decision is determining what will be in

the package that all members receive. These should include the

services that the majority of members are most likely to need or

desire.

Certain:y the association newsletter or newspaper should be part

of the package, because members expect to receive regular

communications from their association. However, a timely, well-

written newsletter also benefits management, because it enhances

the association's image with its members by keeping them aware of

44 5
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its accomplishments. The newsletter may also be distributed

externally to enhance the association's image with external

audiences.

Small associations often can find outside vendors to provide

certain services, such as insurance, to their members more --

economically than the associations could themselves. In this

way, some revenue can be generated with very little expenditure

of staff resources.

An activity that maysimultareously achieve several association

goals is an educational seminar. The sessions enhance the

professionalism of the attendees, the meeting provides members

with an opportunity for networkinc, and revenue may be generated.

A guiding principle in association activities is "Know the

Membership." It's easy to make assumotions about what members

want or need, but the assumptions easi:y could be wrong.

At SLR, I and the rest of the staff receive a variety of member

input to help us determj.ne what activities to offer.

A major source of information about SLA membership services is

its Super Survey -- an in-depth needs assessment questionnaire

that even allows the membership to rank current services in order

of importance to them. 4c
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However, a low-cost method of product research that SLA uses

successfully is fodus wouos. Almost any time management is with

members, an hour or two can be allocated to letting a small group

of members air their views on a specific subject.

Judith Walker offered this advice about planning products and

services:

While planning your program of benefits, remember that

you're really no different than a company offering new

products to consumers. You need to consider all the

facets that would co into a marketitc operation: the

product, the price, the promotion, and the

distribution.

In addition to the products and services offered to directly

benefit menbers, such as seminars, the association may also

conduct activities that impact the profession collectively, such

as government relations or public relations programs. These

activities are very :race- oriented and are often high priorities

to many members, so it behooves management to allocate ample

resources to these efforts and report progress regularly.

Program and Service Management

7 4 ij
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Small associations inevitably must rely heavily on volunteer

members to manage programs. The advantage is that members are

personally familiar with the issues and needs of the profession.

The disadvantage is that they often don't have the spare time or

energy that is required.

In working with volunteers, association manacement must make sure

that responsibilities are carefully spelled out and must

regularly monitor progress. Then management must exercise

patience, because volunteers are well-intentioned or they

wouldn't have volunteered, but they will have other

responsibilities that will sometimes take precedent over their

association assignments.

At SLA, each individual procram has a one-year plan of its own to

provide a road map by which to .make sure activities are on time

and headed in the correct direction. The program management

plans demonstrate how the programs fulfill coals of the

association strategic plan, list specific actions and their

deadlines, and describe the contributions the programs will make

to association growth.

If an association cannot afford a ful:-time staff person, outside

consultants may be the best approach for managing projects

requiring specialized skills, such as planning a meeting or

publishing a newsletter. 47
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Conclusion

Once the association is organized and funded, optimistic,

positive leadership is the most important service that an

association executive can cive to members. An association

executive rust move members to innovate, to improvise, and to

accept change.

Recently I read about the challenges that a saguaro cactus faces

in reaching maturity. Only one out of every 275,000 seeds will

reach that stage. To survive initially, the young cactus Must

grow in the shade of another plant. It will take 25 years to

crow the first two feet, 75 veers before can branch out, and

100 years until it reaches adulthood. 12,-.1t at maturity, the

cactus can be more than 50 feet tall, weigh =ore than 10 toms,

and live for 250 years.

Similarly, a professional association faces many daunting

challenges in reaching ma--- "-y According to the American

Society of Association Executives, association management means

problem solving, coordinating people with diverse backgrounds,

desires and needs, learning to say "no," knowing when to say

eyes," managing one's own and one=s' time, and continuing to

grow in competence and understanding.

Association leadership must know what's on the association's mind

48
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aad what it is capable of.

EIECVTIM OFFICE

It must steer a path through a maze of obstacles to create and

maintain an effective organization, but the end result will be an

association that significantly enhances the power and prestige of

the professiot.
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PROFESSIONAL STATUS AND RECOGNITION

According to William Paton, the fifth attribute of a profession is 'recognition of status

by one's colleagues or by the state.' 1 We may go further to affirm that with regard to the

library profession, as workers in non-profit organizations, the legitimation (of their

profession) is highly dependent on recognition and funding by governmental bodies."2

Although recognition by peers, members of other professions, the users of library services,

and members of the general public contribute toward shaping the status and image of

librarians, recognition by government is by far the most crucial. Government and

governmental bodies are the major, in some contexts the sole, employers of the services of

members of the library profession. The level of government recognition is therefore a

reliable index of how the profession is viewed by the rest of the society. It would also have

an important effect on the scale of library and information service provided, its level of

funding and the grading and remuneration of library and information services personnel vis-

a-vis other personnel in the public service.

Although the recent survey by Prins, and de Gier3 did not seek specific information

on statutory recognition for library and information profession it can be inferred that their

general conclusion covers the subject. The main conclusion of the survey, and one shared

by others who have written on the subject, is that the image, status and reputation of the

library and information profession is generally low in the perception of members of the

profession themselves as well as the general public.45.6 Thus librarians are usually ranked

lower than members of other professions such as medical doctors, lawyers, engineers and

business executives in order of occupational prestige or status.7

51
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The Prins/de Gier study found that "invisibility" or poor public appreciation of the

work of librarians ranked as the highest factor accounting for this situation. Librarians'

relatively poor remuneration, the marginal role they are perceived to be playing in economic

development are two other important factors identified. The study also found that the

general public is generally unaware of the social responsibilities of libraries and the scale

of their financial responsibilities. It would appear therefore that the key factors accounting

for the low status and poor image of librarians is the fact that their work is not properly

understood by the general public which includes employers, library authorities and

government. Consequently their contributions to national development is not appreciated.

This has led to the operation of a vicious cycle: poor public recognition engendering poor

funding which in turn produces poor quality of service, which further contributes to low

public esteem of libraries and librarians.

This paper discusses statutory recognition of library and information work in the

context of the general seminar theme. It looks at various laws enacted to support library and

information services in general and the capacity of the library profession to sus' Sin

government support for its activities. As it has not been possible in the time available to

undertake any empirical study for relevant data, examples will be drawn largely from Nigeria

with which the writer is familiar as well as the literature which was readily available at the

time the paper was being prepared to which specific references will be made.

STATUTORY RECOGNITION OF LIBRARY AND INFORMATION WORK

Statutory recognition of library and information work refers to the laws enacted by

government on a variety of library-related subjects. Such legislation confers legitimacy on
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library and information work and empowers library authorities to obtain necessary resources

to provide their authorised services.

Statutory Provision of National Library and Information Services

It is generally held that the enactment of appropriate legislation is the most desirable

basis for establishing national public library systems. The Unesco-sponsored seminar on the

development of public libraries in Africa recommended that "the permanence and

development of public library service (should) be assured by appropriate legislation "s Such

legislation would prescribe its administrative structure and sources of funding and would

guarantee government's commitment to its continued provision. Since that seminar, thi: has

become the conventional wisdom in library circles in Africa and the provision of a legal

basis for national public library systems has been widely advocated as the recipe for their

rapid development 910 A similar resolution was passed at the Manila regional seminar for

Asia and Pacific areas in 1964, urging participants to convince their governments to

introduce legislation to coordinate the activities of libraries on a national scale!'

The importance of legislation also has a special meaning in the context of the

developing countries where the establishment of modern libraries is a recent phenomenon

and where legislation has been the basis of the founding of similar social institutions such

as universities, medical services, research institutions etc. In the absence of any relevant

tradition, the provisions of the laws setting up such institutions become the basis of their

existence and the guarantee of their future development, setting out their structure,

functions, the powers and the status of their functionaries in relation to others, their

financial provision etc.

b.,
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Nevertheless not every country has adopted this model.

In Anglophone West Africa, Ghana, Sierra Leone and the Gambia have such

legislation.12 In Nigeria because of its Federal administrative structure which makes the

provision of library services a regional rather than a federal subject before its present state

structure, only the former Eastern region had a public library service which was established

by legislation. It has been generally acknowledged that for that reason the region was ahead

of the other two regions in the quality of its public library service.

Legal provisions for the establishment and maintenance of library and information

services are not limited to public library systems. They are also considered to be the most

desirable basis for the establishment of National Libraries.13 According to a survey

conducted by Bagrova National libraries in 85 countries, 45 of which are Developing

countries, were established by statute." The Lenin State Library maintains a valuable data-

base of National Library legislation worldwide which should assist those interested in

comparative studies of such legislation.

There are also examples of statutes providing for library and information services as

part of laws of parent institutions such as universities, colleges, research bodies etc. The laws

provide a secure basis for such services and a justification for their staffing and annual

financial provisions.

Provision of National Coordinating Bodies

A national coordinating body for the library and information services within the

country creates conditions for a more effective use of the total stock of information in the

constituent library sub-systems within the nation. The case for the coordination of library
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services is even stronger in most developing countries which can ill-afford the cost of under-

utilised resources where such services are alniost entirely government funded. This is also

consistent with Unesco recommendation urging countries to establish such national bodies

by legislation and to make them directly responsible to government" Boadi and Harvard-

Williams found no existing models of such national coordinating bodies established by

legislation in their study covering Anglophone West Africa. In Ghana and Liberia where

such bodies exist they were not established by legislation. Reference will be made later in

this paper to Nigeria where a memorandum has been submitted to government for the

establishment of a National Commission for Libraries whose objectives are expected to

cover a coordinating role.

Legal Deposit and Bibliographical Control

Statutory provisions for legal deposit and bibliographic control is an important area

of library legislation empowering a designated library to receive by law from publishers and

to document the national publishing output and participate in the international exchange of

bibliographical data under the Universal Bibliographic Control (UBC) programme. This

function is usually given to the National library.

In Anglophone West Africa, only Liberia does not have a legal deposit law. Ghana,

Gambia, Sierra Leone and Nigeria have legal deposit laws and publish national

bibliographies.

Statutes Defining the Status of Library Personnel

In a number of laws setting up universities and research institutions the positions of

5a)
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heads of the libraries have been enhanced by their being specified as "statutory officers" or

"principal officers." In Nigeria, it was the 1954 Ordinance to reconstitute the University

College, Ibadan which first established the library and the University Librarian by law.16 The

librarian was mentioned as a member of Senate and Statute 7 (c) provides that "the

librarian shall be responsible for developing the library of the College as a centre of

learning and research and for implementing the policy of the college in respect thereof."

Subsequent university statutes in Nigeria have followed this tradition of conferring the status

of a "principal officer" on University Librarians while other library professional personnel

have generally enjoyed "academic status" within their institutions.

Similarly in research institutes where the university usage has been adopted in their

statutes e.g. Nigerian Institute of International Affairs and Nigerian Institute of Advanced

Legal Studies, the Directors of the libraries are by law principal officers while other library

staff are accorded academic status. It must however be pointed out that these provisions are

challenged from time to time by the teaching and research staff and librarians generally

have to fight to retain this parity of status with their teaching and research colleagues. Part

of the price which librarians have to pay in such settings is the requirement to "publish or

perish" in keeping with the academic tradition.

Register of Librarians

The practice of maintaining registers of practicing professionals with legal backing

is an established one particularly in the Medical, Legal and Engineering Professions. Such

practice enables the professions to regulate and control professional practice and prescribe

the standard of knowledge and skill to be attained by persons seeking to become members
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or retain their membership. The application of this practice to the library profession raises

a number of problems such as the definition of who would qualify to register as a librarian

and the concept of a code of ethics.

Nevertheless, perceiving that the operation of such a register is now in practice the

acknowledged credential for professional status, the Nigerian Library Association has since

1982 been trying to implement a resolution calling for appropriate legislation for the setting

up of such a Register. It therefore submitted to government a " Draft Bill to Incorporate the

Council for the Registration of Librarians in Nigeria" modelled after those of the Medical,

Legal and Engineering Professions. It is instructive that the effort has met with very little

enthusiasm on the part of a succession of regimes (military and civilian) in the ten years

since it has been submitted to government . This is partly because unlike Medicine and Law

government does not think that it needs to protect the society against the unauthorised

practice of librarianship. Indeed the most sympathetic comment to date on the subject was

from a Minister whose advice to the Association was that rather than trying to regulate the

practice of their extremely few members they should seek to encourage more practitioners

to join their fold and expand the present scope of library services! This was how the

Association submitted another a Memorandum on the establishment of a National

Commission for Libraries.

ROLE OF LIBRARY ASSOCIATIONS

It is generally agreed that one of the most important activities of national and

international library associations is "representations and advice to governments on legislation

and other government action for the promotion of library services."17 In a 1975 survey, 50

5 4'
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national associations in 31 countries reported being very active in promoting national

legislation.18 It is not clear how many of these are located in developing countries however,

as information from elsewhere would suggest otherwise. In his study of the attitude of

librarians and information professionals to the Nigerian Library Association, Lawal found

that "legal recognition" ranked highest among areas requiring improvement in the activities

of the Nigerian Library Association.19 This is hardly surprising for, as stated earlier, the

Association has in the last ten years been seeking to implement, without much success so

far, two resolutions requiring government legislation. This dismal record of achievement on

the part of the Nigerian Library Association in discharging this primary responsibility

appears to be consistent with what has been reported about similar associations in Africa.20,21

The following summary of the Nigerian experience may therefore be instructive:

Firstly there would appear not to be much public interest in matters relating to

library services. The evidence for this is that during the last ten years when the Library

Association has been canvassing support for its legislation, government has enacted similar

laws for other professions.

Secondly the Library Association's efforts have not been helped by regime instability

and changes of administration on the Nigerian political scene. Thus it has so far had to deal

with one civilian and two military administrations and at least four Ministers of Education

charged with library matters. Meanwhile, there is now a prospect of another change of

administration - the return of civilian rule by the end of 1992.

These changes on the national scene have been paralled by similar changes in the

leadership of the Library Association itself. Since the struggle started, the third President
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is now about to leave office.

Finally the Nigerian experience illustrates perhaps the uncertainties involved with

decision making under military rule. In theory the channels are not as complicated and the

process is potentially simpler but a lot depends partly on the standing of the interested party

and the perception of a few key government functionaries of the relevance of the proposed

legislation to their programme. In the final analysis therefore civilian regimes may provide

more scope for lobbying and persuasion than their military counterparts.

It would therefore appear that the improvement of skills in legislative activities is an

important area where the capacity of library associations in Africa and possibly other Third

World countries needs to be improved. Since in this area, the American Library Association

is the acknowledged leader, a few lessons may be drawn from its well documented

experience, after making necessary allowances for the different cultural and political setting

that obtain in Third World countries.22'23

The first requirement is to strengthen existing library associations and ensure that

senior and experienced members of the profession are encouraged to make contributions

in key areas such as those relating to the writing of memoranda and lobbying members of

the legislative body.

Secondly, having regard to the importance of this activity, each library association

should set up a standing committee to pursue its legislative agenda.

Thirdly, since librarians are usually handicapped by their small numbers in every

society, the American expedient of working in coalition with other organisations interested

in library legislation is a very good one. Such potential allies are to be found in library and

54.1
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educational organisations and associations, associations of authors and publishers, civic

leaders, etc.

Finally the Round Table for the Management of Library Associations should assist

in compiling guidelines and giving advice on setting up legislative programmes to interested

association

CONCLUSION

St;.tutory recognition is both important and useful in the definition of the status of

library and information profession and in legitimizing library and information services. But

it has significant limits.

One of these is set by the capacity of library associations to work through the effort-

and time-consuming legislative procedures to achieve the desired legislation.

Secondly, even when they have been achieved, statutory provisions are, in the final

analysis, merely legal instruments. Whether a piece of legislation is a living instrument for

achieving the purposes set out in it, often depends on human efforts which ensure that the

purposes of the legislation are sustained from year to year. This point can be illustrated with

the difficulties encountered by many libraries charged with implementing legal deposit laws

due largely to the pervasive ignorance among publishers about the existence and purposes

of the laws ups

On the other hand, where the quality of staff or service fail to match the expectations

set by any particular statutory provision a credibility gap results. Thus in institutions where

library staff have been accorded "academic status" they are under pressure to justify such

status to the rest of the academic community. Similarly librarians" working within the public

('U
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service have sometimes lost their "professional" status because the educational qualifications

or quality of service of the "librarian? have been perceived to be less than professional.

If librarians are to succeed in sustaining government recognition therefore, they must

improve on their present capacity at using their professional association in promoting the

interests of their profession and society. They must also ensure that the quality of library

personnel and library service do not erode public and government recognition of their

professional status.
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Improving the market value of the profession:

increasing recognition

by

Elizabeth C. Reade Fong

INTRODUCTION

A profession is recognized by the specialised services it offers through the acquisition of specialised

knowledge by its members who use this to respond to the needs, demands and expectations of it clients

who constitute the "market".

Any entity offering a service is required to vigorously sell its "product" through well thought out

marketing strategies if the product is to attract buyers on the open market. The "market" is made up

of a conglomeration of individuals, organisations and institutions who have been identified as potential

buyers of a product.

The Library profession in its beginnings operated within a custodial framework. At the beginning of the

nineteenth century there was strong advocacy from within the profession to change this function and to

become service oriented as societies become more economically and technologically based.

Technological and economic development have gone hand in hand andli would volunteer that a significant

part of our problem today is that the profession of librarianship continues to be regarded as a non-

income generating activity contributing very little to an economically and technologically based world.

Furthermore the profession has failed to relate and associate itself with the

world of consumerism and to understand ways of the consumer.

b
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Little or no acknowledgement is given to the fact that the services of the profession and the skills of its

people can and do assist in income generating activities of a society. It is an acceptable premise today,

that where a price tag is attached to a product, a value and status is rendered to that product and

consequently its producers.

Value in todays society is equated with need. What has the profession of librarianship actively done to

inculcate into society the need for our services to a point where society becomes dependant upon it?

In this paper I propose to offer for discussion thoughts on how we as library and information

professionals can increase our market value through increased visibility.

I. Attitudes and personalities

The evolution of technological dependance by many societies and cultures has seen the philosophies,

assumptions and values of many professions subjected to extreme transforming pressures.

The ability of a profession such as librarianship to cope with these transforming pressures requires a

radical change in attitude of its membership. By this I refer to librarians reassessing their contribution to

society in terms of economic and technological advancement. Changes in attitude must come from within

before any outward signs of visibility are possible. We are all in no doubt whatsoever as to how we have

been viewed over the years. None of these descriptions have been flattering.

It is the task of every library professional today to make every effort to change his.'her attitude. This may

be facilitated by various means. However, I will focus on two which I consider to be most important in

contributing to the visibility of the profession:

upgrading of personal skills in communication and public relations

(ii) encouraging the :.etive recruitment of a particular type of personality into the profession.



The upgrading of personal skills in communication and public relations rests on the initiative of the

individual. Personal initiative gives rise to the search for the means of fulifilling this.

The active recruitment of individuals v.-ith a particular type of personality is made with reference to that

personality labelled "assertive". As defined by Dr. Bob Montgomery

" assertion means expressing your thoughts, opinions, feelings openly and non-defensively, making

requests and refusing unacceptable requests but doing that in ways that deliberately take account

of the rights and feelings of others".1

He stares that the final result is a build up in self esteem and confidence which are the traits needed by

the profession to be able to convince society of :,ur value and to compete on the open market.

The change in attitude required and the search and recruitment of individuals with assertive personalities

and combining these with the use of intensive lobbying and effective public relations techniques will

strengthen' the basis of the professions image. Implied in the above is the need for continuing education

in the acquisition and upgrading of old and new skills in order that the profession cope with change. This

can only be effective if mandatory.

Very much a pact of this responsibility for the profession with reference to personalities and attitudes is

the ability of library schools to cope with change:, identified by the profession. Are appropriate needs

assessment surveys being carried out to indicate what changes are occurring on the market and which

must be incorporated into the curricula of library education?

Professional public relations firms today operate on "megabucks". It is well known that the profession

does not generate the kind of income which will permit the utilisation of such firms. However, well

6
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planned public relations programmes utilising the technology of desk top publishing available and

accessible by most information units today, along with a confidant professional with excellent

communication skills are relatively cheap but effective pr tools at our disposal.

effect the lust visible signs of achievement and change foi the niofession must come ficmi the

individuals who constitute the profession. In order to have unity within these individuals must be guided

by a document which binds them as a unifying force and this requires a written code of ethics.

2. Codes of ethics

Members need and must be guided by professional ethics in order to provide a united image based on

an accepted group of standards. These standards set the tone of the profession and it is through these

standards that a profession is given status and identity.

Because library clientele are dependant on the prote,,..zional for the provision of an information service

the professional enjoys a certain amount of power o'.er his client. The library.mformation professional

must be fully conversant with his code of behaviour which guides him in the everyday discharge of his

duties and more so in situations where he may envisage motives by his client which could lead to the

"abuse" of the information provided.

3. Participation in national development planning

Recognition for the library/information professional armed with his communication and upgraded

professional skills and his desire to participate and advertise his skills may be obtained through an active

role in his local and national development planning processes. I can confidently say without dispute that

all countries say that they recognize the importance of information. Any national delegate spzaking on

the issue never fails to say so. However, the differences are vast in the way countries use this tool as a
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While developed countries have designed elaborate, intricate, high technologically based network

information systems, most developing countries are struggling to establish and maintain public, school,

community, academic and national libraries which are bereft of qualified personnel and financial support.

The participation to which I refer is involvement in the highest echelons of a national and local

eneernmente orgenirationr or inctitutiono. Thie mew atteesete to be an integral part

of those sections of the government and statutory organisations involved in national development

planning, an information intensive activity. Through active involvement the professional can convince the

system of the value of his contribution and the need for his skills.

A large proportion of Third World countries eg. F cific, Caribbean, Africa including Asia operate on very

heavy culturally based systems often operating hand in hand with a colonial system. This cultural base

often allows for flexibility in approaching the higher echelons of national decision making and must be

unused to gain mileage for the profession The membe:s must recognize that only ino!vement at tne top

via national committees, sub committees of houses of representatNes etc. wel recognition be achieved.

4. Dollar value for services offered

Production has always been equated with costs either in eash en kind. The move today for providers of

information of which there are many interdependent units is to equate an economic value to their

product.

Within the profession, two schools of thought have been in existence. The notion of "user pays" and the

"free" provision of services has caused dissension amongst many. The indecisiveness of the entire

profession and division on the issue has not augured well for its image and status. Society today operates

on g "user pas" base and the, philneniehy is that if "one pays one values". This i, C6ffibitled wilt iikG

fact that areas such as education, health and information which are not income generating activities are
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facing massive cuts in finance given national economic duunturns and thus the move is to be able to

perpetuate revenue. Perpetuating revenue gains recognition.

Ihe. prnfe.v,inn has reached a point whets it mat make a salad Iv 41.1. i c ful services rendered and

consider the following:

(1) should the profession operate on a "user pays" concept for

all its services?

(ii) should a price rag be pur on a percentage of its services with flexibility for an element

of free services?

This argument of "user" pays already operates in most academic libraries whose research faculty operate

on allocations of funding which include an allocation to cover library services. In the case of public,

national and community libraries which are reliant on town council, government, community or aid donor

funding this issue has to be dealt with itteat saniti'.ity and tact on the part of those deciding cost_. This

economic value must hcave,,er be in line with economic policies of the country itself and affordable by its

present clierdelle. Any fee arrived at must be take into consideration all relevant factors. This is an

exercise which must be done in a thorough manner to prevent a negative effect on the profession. It is

most important that all sectors of the "community" be represented when decisions are arrived at and that

all clients be well informed. Bearing this in mind we cannot discuss this in isolation of quality of service

and product of what we offer.

Quality equated with value in economic terms is the only way ahead to gain status and recognition in a

"cash" economy.

tfi
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S. Quality of service and nualitv of product

Underlying all factors promoting the library and information science professional is quality of service which

is assessed upon ones ability to deliver the goods in demand. Mason articulated in "What is an

Information Professional" (1990) that the function of information personnel is:

to get the right information, from the right sources, to the right client, at the right time

in the form most suitable for he use to which it is to be put at a cost that is justified

by its use". 2.

Are library and information professionals achieving the above? Are we convincing our clients that we

possess the type of knowledge that can assist them? Are we treating our clients as individuals with

individual needs which we can anticipate and fulfil? To work, consistently bearing the above philosophy

in mind will result in a service and product of quality.

Our services are our "window" to the world and it is essential that these be presented to our clients by

individuals armed with the skills to provide them. The concern of the client is to able to locate

information when he needs it. He is really not concerned with the technical means by which he kcates

the information. The emphasis of our focus must be "user oriented" in order to increase our visibility at

the "window". This change of focus is likely to have snowball effect of increasing recognition and thus

market value of the profession by those who determine our status in society.

Service oriented professions such as ours are labour intensive. Quite often within the profession reference

is made to library schools as being more theoreticily and conceptually rather than practically oriented,

inferring that graduates do not possess the library sl-ills required to operate in the "real" world of the

library/ information professional immediately upon graduaing. In order to offer quality of service and
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product as a profession we should be :

(i) offering a period of "internship" in the profession where these theories arc put into

practice under the guidance of an egperienced professional and

(ii) determining how library school curricula may be changed to accommodate the practical

side of the profession.

To improve the market value of the profession a combination of the above is essential. Library schools

must expose students to some practical aspects of hbrarianship during the period of training Following

this, on the attainment of the professional qualification a period of "internship" should be a part of every

institution hiring a "raw" graduate. Many graduates are left to struggle along on their own and many of

them either sink or carry on in the profession not being able ID contribute to their fullest capacity. After

a period of internship the graduate will feel confidant and be able to portray qualities he can market to

his client as evidence of his professionaliSrn.

6. Professional terminology

I cannot recall a profession in which there is as much confusion in identification as in librarianship. When

one speaks of a nurse, lay persons are very clear she/he is not a doctor; a technician is not an engineer.

This is not so in the library/information profession as clients are unable to recognize the difference

between a professional, paraprofessional or clerk!

Terminology today changes with trends. Librarians are named after the building in which they work.

Libraries date back to the time of Alexandiia and were a part of that civilisation. The profession has

survived many civilisations but many things remain as they were then!! Library buildings are innate

objects and to remain associated with such objects, exhibits a reluctance to accommodate change and has

resulted in the profession suffering the same fate. There is a definite need for the profession to change



and adapt to the times and this is applicable to the terms with which it is identified. As a librarian

discussing our functions I see it as no different from that of the information professional as defined by

Mason (1990).

Acceptance of change and standarcEsation of terminology will facilitate recognition. International

movements such as IFLA where the greatest spectrum of countries and professionals are represented

should be the facilitators of uniformity in this. Focusina on the definition of the information professional

by Mason again, it is my belief that we should catch the bandwagon at this point and be rid of the term

librarian and identify as information professionals while at the same time pursuing means which will

strengthen our performance and credibility as the providers of information to the nation, institution or

organisation.

6. Institutional Organisational involvement

Librarians function within organisational and institutional structures. A clear understanding of the

philosophies of these organisations and the offering of services which support these philosophies will widen

the focus of the profession and improve the image and status of the profession.

In the academic institution there has been many a controversial discussion between academic and

professional status. It should be the aim of every group of professional librarians in an academic

institution to constantly battle for equality of conditions of service, recognition etc. When one group has

achieved this for librarians work within a range of organisational philosophies, it is then their responsibility

to assist the next group.

Library professionals must involve themselves in all facets of the organisations decision making.

Representations on university committees, city and town councils, school boards'and statutory



organisations which may or may not be library related can greatly assist in changing the views of the

laverson with regard to his image of the profession_

Initiatives for liaison between the library as an innirution within an institution must evolve from within.

The underlying concept of service is "selling" and this means "going out".

Conclusion

Dynamism is the essence for visibility of the profession. Participation and active involvement in decision

making bodies affecting our functions and purpose, internationally, nationally, regionally. at institution and

organisation level are the means through which we will become visible. Assisted through a change of

attitude and mandatory continuing education of library information personnel, active public relations

programmes written codes of ethics and focus on the "user" will improve the market value of he

profession. The achievement of this is the responsibility of each individual, his institution, his colleagues,

his library/information association and :hose p:olessional organisations which are viewed as allies.
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SUMMARY

The subject of the status of the profession is viewed from the perspective of Latin

America's current situation.

The first chapter analyses the problem of developing the information sector in the

region, taking into account present socioeconomic, political, cultural and ideological

conditions.

The second chapter describes the professional's current profile, its shortcomings,

image problems of both professionals and their assoc,ations and its relation to

university education.

The third chapter deals with the need to establish a new profile for the information

professional more in tune with the mission of library and information services. as

perceived by a new definition of development

The fourth chapter describes the National Library of Venezuela's experience in

training and updating librarians and other professionals working in the sector.

Finally, the new professional profile is described as closely resembling the
information manager's profile.



Starting from there, and depending on the orientation of each country's government .
National Information Systems in Latin America have reached different levels of
development from one country to another, and even within the same country.
sometimes in relatively short periods of time.

Latin America's current situation is determined by many factors: changes in world

economy which began in the eighties, the fall in prices of oil and other raw materials,

which caused a crisis in some countries, the foreign debt pressure and the
economic measures adopted by debtor countries as a prerequisite for negotiation,
high inflation rates, high unemployment and under-employment rates, the high and
rising cost of foreign currency as opposed to the weakness of local currencies, and
neo-liberal policies which mark new directions for world economy, and a new
relationship between developed countries and the so-called Third World.

This crisis, which does not appear to be transitory, has had far-reaching
consequences for our countries in the area of information especially because intense
technological progress during the last decade has made for even greater dispaities
and inequalities among countries.

At present, influenced by the unfavorable economic situation, the information sec:or

presents a complex panorama in which great inconsistencies in basic library
services (public and school libraries, etc.) coexist with a growing pressure to adopt
advanced technologies, responding in great measure to developed countries'

strategies for expanding their own markets.

Thus, in our countries, information has become a basic element in social

processes and like any other resource, its development and use must be subject
to planning.

The greater or lesser development of National Systems in Latin America is directly
related to the economic, political, social, ideological and institutional changes
experienced by the countries of the region; nevertheless; in general tereng:' Latin
America's present situation is characterized by:
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Insufficient development of the national information sector in most

countries and absence of formal and informal information policies.

Lack of an adequate or effective legal framework for developing the
sector

Nonrecognition and little value given to library and information systems
and services, as evidenced by their exclusion from national
development plans

Difficulties in obtaining adequate funding on a regular basis.

Services are mostly oriented to document collection and safekeeping

(Storehouses as opposed to clearing houses)

Little capacity for renovating services, for innovation and for
elaborating new information products.

Little or no networking at local, regional or national levels.

Insufficient or inadequate collections to meet the ever-growing demand
of users, most of whom are students from all levels of the educational

system .

Editorial production in most countries is scarce, and in general, is not

adjusted to the real needs of large sectors of the population This
situation creates an excessive dependence on foreign
publications, which are difficult to acquire because of their high costs
and the import duties.

Lack of qualified personnel for efficient and effective functioning of

information services and systems , both at operational and managerial
levels.

G
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miirl!:-, Low; salaries of technical and professional personnel as compared to

other sectors.

Lack of professional associations with the capacity to participate

in formulating national development plans and strategies for
library and information services.

During the last few decades, concern has grown about " the current situation of the
Region's information professionals and their real and potential capacity for facing the

challenges of socioeconomic and cultural development during the next decade"
. (Paez, 1988).

In several regional events during the past years, it has been pointed out that the

lack of qualified personnel at technical and managerial levels is the most important
problem in the development of information systems and services in Latin America. in

a number of countries, as a consequence of this situation, there appears to be a

shortage of leaders for mobilizing resources towards the sector.

CURRENT PROFILE OF LATIN AMERICAN PROFESSIONALS

In Latin America, as in other regions of the world where the use of technology is not
as intense or massive as in developed countries, it is essential to solve the problem
of improving qualification levels of personnel who could eventually transform the
information sector and increase its impact on national and regional development.

As a consequence of the direct or indirect impact of technology, Latin America is also
experiencing an " information cult " not so much related to generating knowledge as
to the proliferation of data and the growing demand for information, to such a degree
that the use. of a computer is inevitable. From this viewpoint, libraries are identified
with the printed page, with books, with "feminine" work, not with the aggressive world
of computers and technology. It is also linked to social groups who do not have
enough purchasing power to have access to the new technology. Thus, the traditional
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library ,turns into a resource of little value, on the fringe of new information
technologies.

This situation is directly related to information professionals' traditional attitude: the

profession originates in libraries: that is why so much emphasis is given to the
institution and to traditional functions. "The library is like a sanctuary where the
Librarian "hides" and does not go out to promote services. This was possible in the
past, but today, with the use of computers and telecommunications to facilitate routine
work and extend its radius, information can no longer be contained in the library,

nor is it praiseworthy to do so" (Molina y otros , 1987).

The traditional attitude of information professionals (librarians, archivists ano
documentalists) seems to reflect a classical conception of librarianship, whereby
great value is attached to the activities of organization and technical processing and
little interest is given to developing attitudes and capacities for managerial activities

and for transforming information units into more dynamic centers.

As is to be expected, the information professional's attitude, together with the
insufficient incorporation of technological innovations to library services, affect the
users' opinion about the social value of library services and of information as such.

In general, the profession in Latin America seems to limited by:

1.- Deficient , outdated professional training

2.- Traditional attitude towards the profession

3.- Progressively lower academic levels in undergraduate Library Schools

4.- Little or no research on the theme

5.- Negative attitude with relation to automation and to the use of other
technologies associated with the sector.
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6.- Traditional professional profiles:4onventional technical ability ,

little managerial ability, little ability for,promoting services, promoting

reading, training users or interdisciplinary work.

7.- Non-participation in social processes.

8:- Lack of group conscience; professional isolation.

9.- General lack of intermediate-level personnel to deal with routine

activities; proletarianization of non-professional assistant personnel

Thus, it would appear that from a professional, managerial, technical and academic
point of view, there is limited capacity for developing the information sector so that

it can support national development plans.

These negative characteristics have influenced the situat,on of the professional
associations, which are virtually non-existent and can offer little support for

consolidating or modernizing the information sector.

As Horowitz points out (1991), the Regioi does not present a very encouraging
panorama in this area, with the exception of the Caribbean countries, where national
and regional associations have existed for a long time and have attained high levels

of development, maturity and efficiency ( as for example, ACUR IL) and of countries like

Cuba, Brazil and Mexico, where professional associations seem to have a

consolidated position.

However, in the majority of our countries professional associations generally seem
to have the following characteristics:

Development of union-type activities rather than training and
qualification activities for their members.

8;
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Nonparticipation in government efforts within the sector, or in

professional training activities in universities.

Lack of research, publication and training programs

Lack of contact with other professionals incorporated to the sector

Ineffectiveness in promoting their profession and in achieving a

better standard of living.

Little interest in promoting reading and information for development,

or renovating services

Predominantly traditional outlook on librarianship

Tnese shortcomings, as well as the image of the professionals and the associati-ris
seem to be directly related to the education received at universities.

In fact, a review of the bibliography on this theme shows that this is a recurrent
problem. Horowitz (1991), for example, refers to three closely related, crucial
problems, which are: " the insufficiency or inefficiency of library education which has

as a consequence that the library profession has little social recognition and finally,
the limited influence exerted by Latin American associations in the development of
libraries in their respective countries".

University programs for training these professionals seem to have the same
problems throughout to the region: outdated, as to adoption and use of new
technologies; insufficient emphasis on administration/ management of systems and *
services; little social and humanistic education; little or no orientation towards
research, not only in the area of information sciences but also in interdisciplinary
activities, and finally, a marked tendency towards traditional collection
organization.

84



According to Paez (1987), "the problem includes, besides, the somewhat
contradictory situation of a student demand for outdated, academically "low profile".
university programs ( obviously because they serve as a refuge to students who are
not accepted in more demanding careers) and a comparatively low unemployment
rate in this subsector, possibly because gradual growth of the service sector in

Third World countries has stabilized the demand for employment, at a relatively low
cost in terms of salary because the profession is perceived as inferior".

In the case of Venezuela, for example, there were 660 active graduates from the
largest Library School in the country ( at the Universidad Central de Venezuela) by
the end of 1991, while there were more than 1400 library and information services,
including public, university and specialized libraries. This indicates that the labor
supply is low in relation to the number of services that could employ these

information professionals.

Library and information professionals must be prepared to confront two kinds of basic
problems: those having to do with the adoption (implementation or adaptation) of

information technology and those related to the social mission assigned to library.
services

THE LIBRARIES' MISSION AND THE NEW

Considering its complex and very particular situation,

definition for the concept of development.

PROFESSIONAL PROFILE

Latin America must find its.own

Paez (1992) associates the new perception about development to the idea of social
intelligence defined as a society's capacity to solve problems by generating or

applying knowledge. This way, the value of information is measured in terms of
development. It is no longer a question of importing information from more developed
countries, but of applying information to generate the knowledge which will in turn
solve the problems of development.



We can infer from this concept that a poor community is one that cannot produce the

goods and services it needs to create a satisfactory standard of living. Thus, poverty is

directly related to the inability to acquire, process and apply information for problem-
solving and for satisfying basic needs.

In contrast, a developed society is able to produce and apply information and
knowledge to change its environment for its own benefit.

This perception of development comes with new set of values which have to do with
development strategies . They are: solidarity, efficiency , participation and creativity.

Creativity, which is intimately related to human resource training, is fundamental for
substituting costly foreign knowledge and technology needed to satisfy basic needs
with generation of new knowledge and a more effective use of information. By

valuing creativity, we recognize and value information and knowledge as a base for
self-sustained development.

Library and information services have a role to play in socioeconomic development.
That is why there is an urgent need to improve the information professional 's
qualification , his cap city for leadership and his ability for management. Only then
will he be able meet new challenges and participate in the process of generating
and distributing the information and knowledge required for attaining social wealth,
a better quality of life and education for all.

According to the new perception of development, our countries need library and
information services that will facilitate the process of transforming information and

knowledge into social intelligence . They need not only more, but better services, to

teach people ( students, researchers, manufacturers) to use information and
knowledge for problem-solving. Thus, there is a need for information professionals
with special characteristics and/or attributes to respond to their countries' social,
political economic and cultural conditions

As to the definition of a new type of information professional in Latin America, we
have important antecedents. The following are the most relevant ones:
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In 1984, by request of the Venezuela's Natiorll Library and Ministry of
Education, a technical mission financed by UNESCO and led by W.L.

Saunders presented a technical report on "Graduate Education for

Information Specialists" (Saunders, 1985).

This study recognizes the need for Latin America to create its own

Regional Program for Graduate Studies in Information Sciences,

according to present and future needs expressed by countries of the

region. Saunders pointed out that "the most urgent need is to train

specialists who can plan, design organize and manage services, and

occupy high level positions in the sector.... a new kind of specialist who
can direct activities in information centers, libraries and networks with a

thorough understanding of the objectives. functions, problems and

potential, in his specific cultural context and in the framework cf

political, financial and developmental limitations and possibi!.!;es "

Taking these cons,derations into account the Graduate Prcora7 was
oriented towards information management and technology it is

directed to professionals who work in research. professors and h.gh,
level operational personnel This Rec )nal Graduate Procran, created
at C,racas' Universidad Simon Bolivar (Venezuela) in 1986 nas

produced to date 85 specialists from di;ferent countries in

Latin America and the Caribbean

In 1987, INFOLAC's Technical Secretariat held a meeting in Guatemala
to analyze, among others, elernents for formulating a "Regional Project

for Training Human Resources in Information".

As a requisite for formulating this project, a study on "Professional

Profiles for Human Resource Development in the Information Sector in
Latin America and the Caribbean" was carried out by 'reset PAez,

8



UNESCO Consultant (PGI and INFOLAC) and coordinator of the above
mentioned Regional Graduate Program in Information Sciences.

This study proposes a methodology for formulating a model for the
development of the information profession in the Region.

Paez (1988) points out: " From an operational point of view, these
professionals must confront such problems as: efficiency and

effectiveness of services, optimizing availability and transfer of
information resources and recovery and social projection of the
professional role and status. From a historical point of view, these
professionals must meet challenges which must be faced by the
Region in the context of new strategies for socioeconomic and
cultural development ".

Finally, also in 1987, a group of researchers in the Escuela

Interamericana de Bibliotecologla (Interamerican Library School)of
Medellin, Colombia, undertook a project to establish a general
profile for librarians and specific profiles of the occupations they could
expect to find in the job market.

An important conclusion of this study (Molina y otros, 1987) is the need

to improve librarians' education in four areas:

Technical: indexing, analysis and retrieval, with an emphasis on
automation and telecommunications;

Administrative: administration of human, physical and financial
resources, planning, project formulation and evaluation;

Research: interdisciplinary research in the field of information; and

Humanistic and Social Areas: as a way of providing librarians
with critical and active training in cultural processes and social problems.
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According to research results, a librarian should be able to:

Be a critic, an observer and an actor with respect to cultural,
and scientific processes and to social problems .

Plan, organize, manage and evaluate information systems.

Carry out research and apply the results to his work.

Study and design new information products and services.

Encourage the use of information as an instrument for

development

Participate in designing national information policies.

Show creativity and work in cooperation with others.

Keep informed about scientific and technical advances in the
profession and apply new technologies to information systems.

Value information for being the core subject of the profession,
and keep informed about research, management, techniques for
acquiring, organizing, retrieving and diffusing information, but also
know about the social situation and develop an interest for

information about different areas of human endeavor.



A VENEZUELAN EXPERIENCE

We think it is worthwhile to describe some aspects of the Venezuelan experience.

where the National Library Institute has become a leader both in the development of
the information sector and in educating and training its human resources.

The Institute is the largest employer of information professionals in the country, as by
law, it is the government organ responsible for developing and operating the National

System of Library and Information Services.

To carry cut its mandate, the Institute has set up a complex organization which
combines: central units, such as the National Library Services, the National
Conse-vation Center, the Library Information and documentation Center (CEDINBI).

the Nat one! Directors of Public and Special Libraries and other supporting offices
and descentralized units, such as the 22 Public Libran. Networks-one for ea :r
;tate- which operate in the interior of the country.

As it has to execute n-any different act,vities and respc^ .!ities assigned to

inst:tute -as made great efforts to recruit and train professional librarians and

professionals from other disciplines to efficiently and effectively carry out functicrs
for which in many cases, the,e are formal educational programs in Venezuela

Our professional personnel must carry out technical and managerial tasks, work 17

multidisciplinary teams and establish permanent and effective relations with outs de

organizations This is why the Institute's training activities over the past 15 years
have included from traditional technical areas to the application of new technolog as

and management

In technical areas, we have trained personnel in international cataloguing and

bibliographic norms, in identification and normalization of subject headings, and in

other areas needed to effect a national bibliographic control

In or .'er to develop an automated bibliographic information system,
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compatible with international formats and with multiple access points, we sent
professionals to Northwestern University and to the Library of Congress in the United

States. These professionals have in turn trained many other professionals and
technical personnel not only at the Institute, but also in other specialized and
university libraries in the country, and in library and information services in other

countries of the region ( Chile, Colombia, Peru, among others).

In the area of conservation, the need for qualified personnel resulted in the creation of
a Regional Training Center several years ago, where personnel from library and

information units, archives, museums and other services receive specialized training

to become Conservation Technicians. Center's students come not only from

Venezuela, but also from different countries in Latin America and the Caribbean At

the same time, as the Conservation Center's regular activities as training activities

require higher le\ els of specialization, qualted personnel already works ric a: :ne
center have receive advanced training in courses outside the country and by way o'

courses with international experts brought especially to Venezuela

In the area of management, we would like to singe expo e-ce v. t-
Naticna! Public Library System. Created in 1979, this system is made up c' 23
Networks or Regional Systems, one for each State Each Network has an

Coordinator, who is named by the Institute and who is responsib'e for the ma.-.ag

the services, human resources and budgets assigned to the Netv.crk Althoug-i these

professionals receive orientation and guidances from the Institute, they must rende-

accounts t' the State Government who is responsible for offering library se-ices to
the communities. This concept of system ane Network exemplifies a unique

approach to descentralizing the National Public Administration and represents a
remarkable effort in coordinating programs and resources among the Institute

State Governments, Municipalities and other public and private .nstitutions

The current group of 23 coordinators is made up of 15 Librarians and 9 professionals
from other disciplines: Education ( 2), %dministration (2 ), Geography (1),
International Studies (1), Sociology (1), and Literature (1).

nr(ti tc:i-,,r; TIC? r
111. t-Lhi



Ninety-one percent of the coordinators have worked at the Institute for more than 10

years, in the same position or in other technical and managerial posts.

This stable situation seems to be related in great measure to the institutional policy for

training and improving its human resources. This is a way of dealing with the lack of

correspondence between the professionals' academic profile when they graduate
from university and the professional profile needed to coordinate a Library Network.

Virginia Betancourt (1988), points out that one of the main obstacles to the

development of the sector has been the lack of qualified human resources, ".._ not

only because of the small number of librarians in the country, but also because they
have been trained as technicians who are responsible for a servic? and not as

managers of library systems and networks or of technical processing centers". In the

case of Public Library Network coordinators. :hree strategies are being implemented

s:muqaeously to so .e ris oroblem:

Definino a body of po',cies no-7s and technica! libra7
proceec rigs at national level. to guide and orient young

ar,ans and lbray persdre' v. to other orofessions

In-service training in planr ng, financial administration and-personnet for

librarians responsible for Networks, through courses, workshops and

intemshirs and by way of pe'iodic,a1 encounters to evalt'ate Network
management

Identifying professionals, librarians or other, ,N.th managerial capacity, to

incorporate them to the group of Netwo- < Coordinators or to assign tnem

to high level technical functions

A very significant effort became a reality in 1991, when the Institute and Universidad
SimOn Bolivar agreed to establish a special regime so that 20 Public Library
Network Coordinato. s could participate in the Regional Graduate Program in
Infc:mation Sciences This special regime is based on a combination of distance
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education and classroom activities, given that the participants all live in different

cities.. These professionals, have accumulated valuable experience in administrating
human, technical and financial resources, in formulating strategic plans for
Networks, in interdisciplinary work and in coordinating efforts and resources with
other public, private and non governmental institutions. Now, thanks to this new

possibility, they have the opportunity to improve and perfect their training, thus

reinforcing and validating their practical experience.

CONCLUSION

In Latin America, perception of the status of the information professional is definitely
related to his education and further training, and consequently, to his real and
potential capacity to meet the challenges of socioeconomic and cultural development

in the region.

!n this sense, professional education should be oriented in such a way as to take into

account current tendencies in professional development and the real and potential

need to strengthen he sector and make it more dynamic.

To elaborate a new profile for. information professionals Implies much more than Just

adding new subjects to Library Schools' Programs. Educating high quality
' professionals is possible only "... when the student is a product of a stimulating

intellectual environment; when he has had professors who stimulate his participation

and who awaken his academic and professional interest; .., when he has been

provided with the adequate space and resources for intellectual and practical work

and when he has had the opportunity to confront his knowledge with the objective

realitr. (Arias 0., 1991)

Another important aspect to consider is the training of information professionals as

specialists, researchers and educators , since the tendency up to now has been to

center educational activities on practicing professionals

By including these elements in his professional training we expect to shape a new
type of Information professional, who will meet user demand, efficiently
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handle the Implementation and evolution of information systems and
services, and have the capacity to apply new information technologies.
All of this, taking into account national situations, and in accordance with the roles

and functions to be faced in a profession which must produce of goods and services
required by society.

This means promoting the type of education that will allow information professionals .

to acquire criteria for interpreting the socioeconomic, cultural and ideological
context in which information phenomena are produced, and at the same time,

. efficiently and effectively manage information resources. These professionals must

possess certain characteristics or qualities that will orient their action not so much
towards providing services as towards planning and managing information resources,

what Baise Cronin (1985) has called "information managers" .

Latin America's situation is complex and full of contrasts. Although we face many

difficulties, we also have many strong points and opportunities

As far as human resources in the information sector are concerned, there are many
many successful training experiences in the Region . As we approach the XXI
Century, one of our most important challenges is to attaini regional and

international integration and cooperation, to exchange experiences and to join
efforts so as to give our professionals the education, training and updating they
need to become leaders for the development the information sector in Latin America

94
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